DataNet Quality Systems Knowledgebase
How do I setup WinSPC to get data on a timed basis?

WinSPC has the ability to prompt a device to send a reading, or prompt the operator that a reading is
required, at certain intervals or at specific times during Data Collection. This can free up the operator from
having to prompt a device at scheduled times, or it can remind the operator that a reading is required. Use
the following steps below to setup a collection plan to use timed data collection:
Login to WinSPC as the Admin user or a user that has permissions to edit a Collection Plan.
Open up the Collection Plan properties by using one of the following methods
Double left click on the Collection Plan. Right click and select ‘Properties’ from the popup selection menu.
Left click on the variable name to select it for the setup of Timed Data Collection within the ‘Item Name’
window on the ‘Step Options’ tab.
Left click on the Timed Data Collection tab to display the Timed Data Collection setup screen. (Figure 1)
Check the Use Timed Data Collection checkbox.
Select a Prompt Type of Prompt every or Prompt at explicit times. See below about the different Prompt
Types: Prompt every: Use this setting if you want the device, or operator, prompted at repeating intervals,
such as every 30 minutes. Enter the desired interval in the selection box provided by specifying the number
of hours, minutes and seconds of the interval. The format to use for this information is HH:MM: SS. (As an
example, for an interval of 30 minutes, you would enter 00:30:00. Similarly, for an interval of 7 hours, 45
minutes and 5 seconds, you would enter 07:45:05). To do this:Select the appropriate time position that you
wish to change (Hours, minutes, or seconds). Either type in the new value, or use the up-down arrows to
increment-decrement the values respectively. Prompt Explicit times: Use this if you want the device
prompted at explicit times--six o'clock in the morning or eleven thirty at night. To do this: Left click the Add
button to open the Time Selection box. (Figure 2) Select the appropriate time position that you wish to
change (Hours, minutes, or seconds). In the Time Selection box that appears, specify a time either typing in
the new value or use the using the up-down arrows to increment-decrement the values respectively. Click the
OK button on the Time Selection box to save and close. Repeat to add additional explicit times as desired.
If the variable is using a promptable device to collect data, and you would like it to prompt the device
automatically, then check the Automatically prompt device checkbox. If this option is selected, you will not
need to setup the Use Notification section and can skip to step 11.
Check the Use Notifications checkbox if you want a popup notification to be displayed during Data Collection
whenever a defined interval or explicit time passes without the appropriate data for the collection plan step
being collected. It merely means that failure to collect data according to the specified timing will be indicated
with a visible notification box. Note: Once you collect data for a characteristic that is displayed in the
notification box, that characteristic is removed from the prompt. If there is only one characteristic displayed in
the prompt, the prompt itself disappears. Also, collecting data, as used here, means the collection of one
value. It is not necessary to collect an entire subgroup or sample in order to prevent a failure event. See
Figure 3 below for more information about the Notification box.
In the At Lifetime selection box, specify the number of hours, minutes and seconds that may pass after a
defined interval or explicit time is missed before classifying the timed data collection as failed. To indicate an
unending lifetime, use a value of 00:00:00. To do this: Select the appropriate time position that you wish to
change (Hours, minutes, or seconds). Type in the new value, or use the up-down arrows to
increment-decrement the values respectively.
Choose a trigger action, if desire, to take if a failure to collect data occurs. Log event on failure: Check the
Log event on failure checkbox, if you want the failure to be logged in WinSPC's event log. Send E-Mail on
failure: Check the Send E-Mail on failure checkbox if you would like an e-mail sent when a failure occurs.
Enter the recipients email addresses E-Mail addresses list text box. If you would like to send more than one
email then separate the addresses by using a comma followed by the next recipient who you want to receive
the e-mail. Type in the text you would like in the ‘Message text’ that will appear in the email that will be sent
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upon failure. This article assumes that WinSPC E-Mail has already been setup in the System Settings.
Click the OK to close the setup dialog box. From this point forward, whenever the collection plan is loaded for
Data Collection, the timed data collection prompting you specified using this procedure will be executed.
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